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Position statement 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several methodologies and most automatic tool support for LOTOS [1] can only be used if 
the specifications considered describe finite-state machines [2,3,4]. For example, an equivalence 

verifier can only manipulate specifications in this class; an attempt to verify the equivalence of 
two non finite-state processes may not terminate with an answer. However, as it is known, 

LOTOS gives the possibility to describe also non finite-state systems. So it could be useful to 

provide methodologies and tools for verification on this class of systems. lndeed more powerful 

verification techniques have recently been exploited for non-finite state systems defmed in other 

process algebras. 
Among these verification techniques we wish to recall the bisimulation decision algorithms 

on context free processes of Basic Process Algebra (BPA) [5] due to Baeten, Bergstra and Klop 
and to Hiittel and Stirling [6,7] and the algorithm to decide the bisimilarity between Basic Parallel 
Processes (BPP) given in [8]. 

In this paper we present a decision algorithm to prove the bisimulation between non finite

state systems on a subset of LOTOS, LOTOScF+Illo able to describe the sequential composition 
of normed interleaved recursive processes. The class of processes so defined covers ali context 

free processes and some context dependent processes [9]. This subset, called from now on 

LOTOScF+Illo can be seen as the combination of two process languages. The first, LOTOScp. 

includes action prefix, exit, enabling and recursion. The second, LOTOSm, includes action 
prefix, exit, pure interleaving and recursion. 
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2. THE TABLEAU DECISION METHOD 

In [6,7,10] it was proved that the bisimulation equivalence is decidable on BPA processes. 
The proof of this statement is based on the regularity properties of the computation trees, starting 
from the system of recursive equations defining such processes. Moreover in [8] the decidability 
of normed BPP terms has been proved with a similar algorithm. These results can be mapped on 
LOTOSCF and on LOTOS111 processes mak.ing some extensions to the original algorithms, since 
both LOTOScF and LOTOS111 processes can be expressed as systems of recursive equations [9]. 

Here, we briefly present an algorithm to prove the bisimulation equivalence between 
LOTOSCF+III processes. The presented algorithm is obtained by a careful combination of the two 
algorithms defined in literature respectively for BPA [7] and for BPP [8]. So far, to make the 
combination possible, we have had to consider only processes having an enabling as outermost 
operator and not under the scope of an interleaving operator. 
The termination of the composed algorithm is guaranteed by the termination conditions of the 
component algorithms and by the following result: 
Theorem 1 
Let a=P>>Q and 13=RIIIT, they can never be bisimulation equivalent if P, Q are non-trivial (that 

is, different from exit) normed LOTOSCF processes and R,T are non-trivial normed LOTOS111 
processes. 

The bisimulation decision algorithm on LOTOSCF+III terms, based on the construction of 
semantic tableaux following the structure of the LOTOS terms, applies for each transition the 
definition of strong bisimulation equivalence itself: for each action performed by a process it 
checks if the other process is able to perform the same action, and then it checks the bisimilarity 
of the processes resulting from the execution of this action. The algorithm goes on in this way 
until an unsuccessful or successful termination condition is reached. 

Let (XIBx) and (YIBy) be two LOTOScF+III systems of recursive equations, normed and 

in 2-V forml. To test whether X=Y, we build a tableau using a goal-directed technique as 
defined in [7]. The tableau rules are built around equations of the form E>>a=F>>I3, where a 
and 13 can be also empty sequences of variables and E, F, a and 13 are LOTOSCF+III behaviour 

expressions. In the case a or 13 are empty we consider equations having only the left side of the 

corresponding enabling operator. Each rule has the form: 

lFor each process variable P, we define the norm ofP, IPI, as: IPI=min{ lth (w)l P--w-+stop). 

We say that P is normed iff IPI < oo. 

A (XiiB) system is normed if ali process variables ~ are normed 

A (XiiB) system is in 2-V normal form if the recursive equations in B are defined as: 

Xi=([]k ak;a k )[]([]j aj;~j ) where ak ,aj e Act, ak=Xk» Yk 1 ak=Xk 1 exit and ~j=Xjlll Yj 1 ~j=X j 1 exlt. 
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Et>>a.l = Ft>>J31 ··· En>>an = Fn»J3n 

The premise of the rule represents the goal (i.e. E>>a=F>>P) while the consequents are the 

subgoals. Bach of these rules is backwards sound, insofaras the consequents are true (i.e. their 
equations relate strongly bisimilar processes) then so is the antecedent. 
A tableau for the equation X>>a=Y>>P can be seen as a finite proof tree whose root is labelled 

X>>ot= Y>>P, where the equations which labei the immediate successoq; of a node are 

determined by an application of one of the rules. The algorithm goes on applying the rules unless 
no more rules are applicable, hence producing some leaves labelled with equations of the type a 
= p. These leaves can represent either terminal or non-terminal nodes of the tableau. Terminal 

nodes are either successful or unsuccessful. If at any point we reach an unsuccessful terminal, 
we terminate and consider the resulting tableau as being unsuccessful. On the other hand, a 
successful tableau is a fmite depth proof tree, ali of whose leaves are successful terminals. 
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